Obesity Paradox in Aging: From Prevalence to Pathophysiology.
Recent advances in medical technology and health care have greatly improved the management for chronic diseases and prolonged human lifespan. Unfortunately, increased lifespan and the aging population impose a major challenge on the ever-rising prevalence of chronic diseases, in particular cardiometabolic stress associated with the pandemic obesity in our modern society. Although overweight and obesity are associated with incident cardiovascular diseases (CVD), including heart failure (HF), it paradoxically leads to a more favorable prognosis in patients with chronic HF, a phenomenon commonly defined as "obesity paradox". Numerous population-based and clinical studies have suggested possible explanations such as better metabolic reserve, smoking and disease-associated weight loss for obesity paradox. Recent evidence noticed a shift in obesity paradox with aging. While some studies have reported a more pronounced "obesity paradox" in the older patients, others have seen diminished cardiac benefits with overweight and obesity in the elderly patients with CVD. These findings suggested that a complex relationship among aging, metabolism, and HF severity/chronicity, which may explain the shift in obesity paradox in the elderly. Aging negatively affects body metabolism and cardiac function although its precise impact on obesity paradox remains elusive. To develop new strategies for cardiovascular health in the elderly, it is imperative to understand the precise role for aging on obesity-related CVD.